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Mealtimes/Food
16.

Food was not particularly good at Keil, but it was edible. Each squad sat together at
a long refectory table in the dining hall, with the seating of the boys and the order in
which food was taken being strictly hierarchical according to year. Our food was
brought to us in a big aluminium dish and the chief would take his share then pass it
down the table for everyone else to help themselves in turn.
Clothing/uniform

17.

The uniform at Keil was a green blazer and short trousers. They didn't like long
trousers for some reason and so there would be boys of all ages, including those in
fifth year, going into Dumbarton in what they called long shorts. Formal dress was a
kilt, which we wore on a Sunday.

18.

Some boys, myself included, had long trousers hidden away, which we changed into
when we went out of the school. I would wait until I was some distance away before
changing, in case I got caught. It was forbidden, but nobody wanted to be seen in
shorts.
School

19.

The school was contained within Keil itself and I can't remember there being more
than half a dozen teachers. All of them resided on the premises, except one who
was the history master. My classroom was also within Mason House, where my
dormitory was. We would be in class from nine o'clock until lunchtime.

20.

The school was obsessed with rugby and so after lunch, between two o'clock and
four o'clock in the afternoon, everybody had to go outside and play. This was
generally supervised by the senior boys. I wasn't particularly good at rugby and after
a short period in the junior team, I was relegated to a team called the "casuals".
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21.

When we came back in about four, we would go for a "spray", the word "shower"
didn't exist, and then we went back into class for lessons for an hour or two. After
lessons we went to the dining hall for evening meal.

22.

After evening meal, between roughly seven o'clock and nine o'clock, we would go
back into our classrooms for "prep", or homework. This was also supervised by
either a chief or a deputy. After prep, there was another assembly, where we would
have prayer before going to our dormitories.
Leisure time

23.

I wasn't an athletic boy and didn't enjoy the sports activities we were given. I
remember breaking bounds in third year. During the summer months, while the
other boys were playing sports I would slip out of school and use the heavy foliage
that was around the grounds to go to the local shop. When I got there I bought big
bags of crisps to sell to the other boys.
Religious Instruction

24.

The Catholic faith did not have a look in at Keil, it was entirely protestant. We said
prayers twice daily and all attended the Church of Scotland in Dumbarton on a
Sunday.
Trips/Holidays

25.

Everybody was at school over the weekend, although they had a system of what
were called "permissions", whereby you could go out on a Saturday afternoon.
Every boy had three permissions each term and about one o'clock on a Saturday
afternoon, after a roll-call, could go wherever they wanted provided they were back
for assembly at either six or seven o'clock. I would use my permissions to go up to
Glasgow on the train and see a film.
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56.

I left Keil in the summer of 1962, after my parents moved up from Northumberland to
Clarkston in Glasgow and I then went to day school at Eastwood Senior Secondary.
I had left Keil with just two 0-levels and had fallen so far behind that I had to repeat
fourth year. I remember thinking Eastwood was so soft.

Life after being in care
57.

Eastwood was a great school and I loved it. I was there for a couple of years and,
after gaining more qualifications I went to Aberdeen University in 1965. I studied law
for three years at Aberdeen and then two in Edinburgh and managed to get two
degrees.

58.

I got a legal apprenticeship in Glasgow and I have been in Glasgow ever since,
practising as a solicitor. I later met my wife and we now have two sons.

Impact
59.

Since that day in the autumn of 1961, nobody has meted out such physical pain to
me and I am still haunted by the memory of my experience more than fifty years after
the event.

60.

I now realise, with the benefit of hindsight, that I was never taught all the things at
Keil that I wish I had been. The school had started off specialising in technology and
I wasn't really a technical boy. I eventually managed to catch up, however that was
only through my own initiative.

61.

It brutalises you going to a boarding school like Keil. I developed an emotional
detachment and I wasn't a nice person. It was part of the scene for somebody to be
verbally cruel to you and you to others. I could never understand after I left why I
would say something and somebody would take offence.
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